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Abstract—The lack of security obstructs a large scale de-

ployment of the multicast communication model. There-

fore, a host of research works have been achieved in order

to deal with several issues relating to securing the multicast,

such as confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation, in-

tegrity and access control. Many applications require au-

thenticating the source of the received traffic, such as

broadcasting stock quotes and videoconferencing and hence

source authentication is a required component in the whole

multicast security architecture.

In this paper, we propose a new and efficient source au-

thentication protocol which guarantees non-repudiation for

multicast flows, and tolerates packet loss. We have simu-

lated our protocol using NS-2, and the simulation results

show that the protocol allows to achieve improvements over

protocols fitting into the same category.

Keywords—Source Authentication, Non-repudiation,

Multicast Security.

I. Introduction

THE straightforward solution to guarantee non-
repudiation for multicast flows is to digitally sign

each packet of the stream sent by a multicast source.
This solution cannot be used in practice. Indeed, as the
data flow of multicast applications is mainly of streaming

nature it is practically impossible to sign each packet of
the stream since existing digital signature mechanisms
are very slow and computationally expensive, and thereby
using them would not meet the real-time transmission
requirement of such applications. In order to minimize
delays induced by digital signatures on multicast mes-
sages (both in signing and verification processes), many
works [3] [11] [10] [1] [7] [4] [8] propose the concept of
amortizing a single digital signature on a part or the
whole stream sent by a source. This concept consists in
signing a first multicast message and chaining subsequent
messages to this signed message (using hash mechanisms)
in order to amortize characteristics of the signature (au-
thentication and non-repudiation) on the overall messages
in the chain. As most of multimedia applications use an
unreliable transport layer to send multicast data, some
of these solutions are not efficient in practice. In fact, if
an intermediate message of the constructed chain is lost,
the chain may be broken and the first signature can no
longer be amortized on messages that follow the lost one.
To overcome this weakness, other solutions propose to
use redundant chaining of multicast messages in order to
tolerate the loss of some packets.

In this paper, we propose a new and efficient protocol
called authenticast which authenticates the source of a
multicast flow with non-repudiation and tolerates packet
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loss. As stated above, our protocol uses the concept of
amortizing a single digital signature on many packets using
hash chaining. Hash chaining is the underlying idea behind
many proposed protocols [3] [11] [10] [1] [7] [4] [8]. These
protocols use either static chaining [10] or random chaining
[7]. In contrast, in our protocol, we use a hybrid chaining
(static chaining combined with random chaining), and the
carried out simulations using NS-2 show that our protocol
achieves better tolerance to packet loss compared with the
two previous approaches.

II. Related works

Recent source authentication schemes rely mainly on us-
ing MACs and hashes combined with digital signatures.
MAC-based approaches [2] [1] [9] are generally used when
only source authentication (without non-repudiation) is
required. Whereas, hash / digital signature based ap-
proaches [3] [11] [3] [7] [5] are generally used when
non-repudiation is required beyond source authentication.
Since our protocol uses a hash-based technique to sign mul-
ticast streams, we will discuss particularly some protocols
within this approach in the following paragraphs.

A. Terminology

We define some terminology to simplify the following
discussion: if a packet Pj contains the hash of a packet
Pi, we say that a hash-link connects Pi to Pj , and we
call Pj a target packet of Pi. We define the scope of
a hash-link between two packets Pi and Pj as the value
|i−j|. A signature packet is a sequence of packet hashes
which are signed using a conventional digital signature
scheme. A hash-link points from a packet Pk to a sig-
nature packet Sl, if Sl contains the hash of Pk. We assume
that some of the packets are dropped between the sender
and the receiver. We designate by redundancy degree

the number of times that a packet hash is embedded in
subsequent packets to create redundancy in chaining the
packet to a signature packet. A packet Pi is verifiable,
if it remains a path (following the hash-links) from Pi to
a signature packet Sj . We designate by verification ra-

tio: the number of verifiable packets by the number of
received packets. The verification ratio is a good indicator
of the verification probability which means the proba-
bility for a packet to be verifiable given that it is received:
P (packet is verifiable/packet is received).

A.1 Simple Off-Line Chaining

The main idea of the solution proposed by Gennaro and
Rohatgi in [3] is to divide the stream into blocks and em-
bed in the current block a hash of the following block
(which in turn includes the hash of the following one and
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so on. . . )(see figure 1). This way the signer needs to sign
only the first block and then the properties of this single
signature will propagate to the rest of the stream through
the hash-chaining. We note that in order to construct this
chain, the sender needs to know the entire stream in ad-
vance (off-line). With this solution, the authentication in-
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Fig. 1. Simple off-line hash-chaining (Example)

formation is reduced to one hash per block and the sender
signs only the hash of the first block. However, this solu-
tion is not fault tolerant: if a block is lost, the authentica-
tion chain is broken and hence all subsequent blocks can
no longer be authenticated.

A.2 EMSS: Efficient Multi-Chained Stream Signature

Perrig et al. [7] introduced the notion of redundant hash-

chaining which means that each packet of the stream is
hash-linked to several target packets. Thus, even if some
packets are lost, a received packet is verifiable if it remains
a hash-link path that relates the packet to a signature
packet. For a given packet, EMSS chooses target packets
randomly. Hence, EMSS provides more or less probabilis-
tic guarantees that it remains a hash-link path between
the packet and a signature packet, given a certain rate
of packet loss in the network. In order for the sender to
continuously assure the authentication of the stream, the
sender sends periodic signature packets. To verify authen-
ticity of received packets, a receiver buffers received pack-
ets and waits for their corresponding signature packet. The
signature packet carries the hashes that allow the verifica-
tion of few packets. These latter packets carry, in turn, the
hashes that allow to verify other packets, and so on until
the authenticity of all received packets is verified.

A.3 Periodic Chaining Approach

Modadugu and Golle [10] have proposed to use a simi-
lar strategy to EMSS, but target packets of a given packet
are chosen in a deterministic way rather than randomly.
The proposed deterministic topologies of packet hash-links
are designed to be optimized to resist a burst loss. The
goal of the proposed schemes is to maximize the size of the
longest single burst of loss that the authentication scheme
can withstand (Once few packets have been received af-
ter a burst, the scheme recovers and is ready to maintain
authentication even if further loss occurs). The authors
have proposed a construction called Ca, a periodic authen-
tication scheme of period 1 defined as follows: the hash
of packet Pi is appended to two other packets: Pi+1 and
Pi+a. The last packet Pn is signed. Ca is called a chain of

strength a (see figure 2 for an example of a C3 authentica-
tion scheme).

Fig. 2. A periodic chain of strength 3: C3

III. authenticast

A. Overview and Motivation

In this section, we present our protocol which uses the
concept of amortizing a single digital signature over mul-
tiple packets using redundant hash-chaining in a way that
enhances the verification ratio of received packets.

We note the existence of two types of hash chaining:
the static chaining and the random chaining. In the static
chaining, target packets that will carry a hash of the cur-
rent packet are defined a priori. An example of such
chaining is the Ca construction proposed by Golle and
Modadugu in [10]. Authors proved that with a Ca scheme,
bursts of length up to a− 1 do not disconnect any packet
from the signature. However, in practice, we have only an
idea about the average length of bursts. Thus, it is dif-
ficult to determine the best value of the parameter a of
a Ca construction in an actual streaming session over an
unreliable transport layer. In the random chaining, target
packets that will carry a hash of the current packet are
defined using a uniform random function. One solution
that uses this approach is EMSS, proposed by Perrig et
al. in [7]. This approach complies with the random bursty
packet loss pattern and simulation results of the authors
of EMSS [7] show that it is possible to verify up to 90%
of received packets using 6 hashes per packet in an envi-
ronment with 60% of packet loss and an average length of
bursts equal to 10.

In order to take advantage of both approaches, we pro-
posed the authenticast protocol which combines the
static with the random chaining schemes in a way that
increases the probability that a received packet be verifi-
able.

B. authenticast-Hash-Chaining

To explain how does authenticast chain packets, con-
sider a bursty packet loss model with an average burst
length equal to b. Suppose that the outgoing degree of
a node of the stream is k, and the maximum authorized
scope is d. With authenticast, we chain the nodes in
two steps:

1. First step: we apply a Cb+1 construction. It means
that the target nodes of Pi are Pi+1 and Pi+b+1 (see
figure 3-(a)).

2. Second step: we apply a random chaining using the
remaining k − 2 edges. It means that the k − 2 re-
maining targets of Pi are Pi+l with l a random integer
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comprised between 2 and d. In the example of figure 3-
(b), we consider a authenticast-hash-chaining with
k = 4.

 i i+1 i+1+b

(a)

 i i+1 i+1+b

(b)

  i+j  i+k    i+d

Fig. 3. authenticast hash-chaining with k = 4.

This hybrid hash-chaining increases the verification
probability. Indeed, it is easy to see that since packets
are lost in a bursty way [6], the received packets are also
received contiguously (see figure 4). And hence, if each
packet is chained systematically to its subsequent packet
(static chaining), then if only one packet is verifiable then
all the packets that follow it (in the same contiguous re-
ceived segment) are also verifiable: in figure 4, packets
Pf−1 to Pf−n are verifiable because Pf is verifiable (it
holds a path to the signature packet). This is why our
hybrid scheme increases the probability of verifiability of a
received packet compared to the purely random or static
hash-chaining techniques.

xxxxxx
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xxxxxx
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xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

Signature
Packet Burst Burst

Pk Pj+1 Pj Pf+1 Pf Pf-1 Pf-2 Pf-n

Fig. 4. Hybrid hash-chaining impact on verification probability

C. authenticast Protocol

When a packet is presented to be sent, the source chain
it to subsequent packets, using the authenticast hy-
brid hash-chaining technique. To assure continuous non-
repudiation, the source sends a signature packet periodi-
cally. When a receiver receives a packet, it buffers it wait-
ing for a signature packet. Upon receiving the signature
packet, the receiver starts a verification procedure which
consists in comparing the hash of each received packet with
its hash carried by one of the received packets, recursively.
If the two quantities are equal, the packet is considered au-
thentic. Otherwise, it is considered not authentic. If there
is no hash carried by one of the received packets, corre-
sponding to a received packet, this latter is considered not

verifiable. This case happens when the hash-chain relating
a packet to a signature packet is completely broken because
of packet loss.

IV. Simulations

We carried out simulations using NS-2 to evaluate the
performance of authenticast and compare it with EMSS
[7] and the Ca approach [10]. First, we used the two state
Markov chain model [12] to extend NS-2 with a new queu-
ing behavior to simulate a bursty packet loss pattern. In-
deed, many studies show that packet loss is correlated,
which means that the probability of loss is much higher if
the previous packet is lost. Yanik et al. show that a k-state
Markov model can model Internet packet loss patterns [12].
For our simulation purposes, the two-state Markov chain
model is sufficient, since it can model simple patterns of
bursty loss well [12]. In what follows, we consider a bursty
packet loss pattern with bursts having an average length
equal to 6. Then, we considered a stream of 10.000 pack-
ets with a signature packet every 500 packets. Unless it is
mentioned otherwise, we use a maximum edge scope equal
to 250, an outgoing degree per node equal to 4 and a packet
loss ratio equal to 40%. For Ca, we used a = 2× average
burst length =12. We are interested in the probability of
a received packet to be verifiable: P(packet is verifiable /
packet is received). We evaluate and compare our protocol
regarding the following criteria.

1. The average verification probability:

In order to determine the average verification proba-
bility of authenticast, EMSS and Ca, we carried
out intensive simulations using the above settings.
Figure 5 illustrates the results of the simulation.
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Fig. 5. Average verification probability

Note that EMSS reaches 90% of verification probabil-
ity, in average, using only 3 hashes. With the same
amount of authentication information (3 hashes), au-

thenticast reaches up to 95% of verification proba-
bility in average. This means that almost 500 packets
among the 10.000 packets of the stream, that were un-
verifiable using EMSS, are verifiable using authenti-

cast, and this is without any increase in the authen-
tication information size. In other words, if we use
EMSS to reach 95% of average verification probability,
we have to use at least 4 edges per node. Thus, au-

thenticast saves one hash per packet. If we consider
a hash code of 20 bytes, it means that, authenticast

allows to save 200Kbytes of authentication data.
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2. Robustness against packet loss:

To determine the influence of packet loss ratio on our
protocol, we varied the packet loss ratio from 5% to
60% and we computed the average ratio of verifiable
packets from received packets, for the three protocols:
authenticast, EMSS and C12. Figure 6 shows the
results of the simulation.
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Fig. 6. Impact of packet loss ratio on the average verification prob-
ability

Note that authenticast behaves better than the two
other protocols since it allows 90% of verification prob-
ability in the average with 60% lost packets, compared
with 80% for EMSS and 3% for C12.

3. The authentication information overhead:

The amount of authentication information (number
of hashes and signatures in our case), is an important
criteria, since it determines the bandwidth overhead
induced by using the protocol. Hence, less the au-
thentication information size is, better is the protocol
if it guarantees the same verification probability. We
carried simulations using the default settings above
and we varied the outgoing degree per node (number
of hashes per packet). Then we calculated the aver-
age verification probability. Figure 7 illustrates the
results.
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Fig. 7. Impact of the authentication information size on the average
verification probability

With a degree higher or equal to three hashes per
packet, we remark that the average verification prob-
ability of authenticast is higher than the one of

EMSS. Moreover, authenticast allows to have the
same average verification probability as EMSS with
one edge less, which allows to save up to 200Kbytes of
data (if the size of a single hash is 20 bytes): remark in
figure 7 that with 4 edges only authenticast reaches
98.60% of verification probability in average, whereas
EMSS requires 5 edges to reach the same average veri-
fication probability. The case of two hashes per packet
is a special case where chaining in authenticast is
restricted to the static step which does not comply
with the random nature of bursty packet loss pattern.

V. Conclusion

To achieve non-repudiation for a multicast stream, we
propose a new efficient protocol called authenticast.
Our protocol uses a hash-chaining technique to amortize a
single digital signature over many packets. authenticast

takes advantages of both static and random hash-chaining
schemes, and hence improves the probability that a packet
be verifiable even if some packets are lost.

Simulation results using NS-2 show that our protocol
resists to bursty packet loss pattern and assures with a high
probability that a received packet be verifiable. Besides,
the simulations and comparisons with other protocols show
that our hybrid chaining technique is more efficient than
using separately either static or random hash-chaining.
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